Mrs. B’s Newsletter 9/24/18
Upcoming this week:

We had a great week!

Monday: Letter Tt

The children love our



Story: “Goodnight Campsite” A. Gamble

nursery rhyme! They



Make a turtle, a tree, toothbrush write
some t’s; and sort e’s and t’s.

also all explored the new



centers at free play.

Practice making patterns

While they love going

Tuesday: Two 2 & Rectangle


Story: “Jump Frog Jump” R. Kalan



We will list things that come in 2’s; spy
2’s; and make a 2 with discs.



Learn about long and short and make
rectangles with popsicle sticks.

outside, they are very
tired of being HOT!

We danced to our Down
in the Jungle song and
learned a new one
Monkey, Banana—

Wednesday: What is a pond?
Beavers


both very catchy tunes

Stories: “Life In A Pond” C. Hammersmith; “Beavers” M. Berger; “Look Out
for Turtles” M. Berger

and on YouTube.

Reminders:
We will share what we know about
ponds and then hear a story describing  Please remember
what a pond is. We will read about
to empty your
beavers and turtles too!
child’s folder!
 At centers we will cut and glue a beaver  We will have the
and a frog; make an ABAB pattern; and
vision screening this
count some frogs on logs!
Wed/Thur. If you


haven’t returned
the parent
permission slip,
please do so!

Thursday: Ponds~ Frogs &
Dragonflies


Stories: “Fantastic Frogs” F. Robinson;
“Tadpole to Frog” M. Berger;
“Lifecycles: Dragonflies” R. Nelson;
“Get Busy Beaver” C. Crimi



Open House is
Thursday evening at
6:45pm



Spirit Days are
Tuesday and
Wednesday.



We will continue to learn about ponds
by taking a look at frogs and
dragonflies.



At centers we will cut and glue a
dragonfly and a turtle; sequence the life 
cycle of a frog; and make our names
with frogs on a log!

Holiday Parent
Volunteer sheet
was sent home.

